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We introduce two topologies on the space of BV-integrable functions in RN.
Among the studied properties are barrelledness and integral representation of linear
continuous functionals. In one case, we characterize the dual space. We show the
relations with the study of multipliers. Finally, we also introduce and study a topology
on the space of bounded BV functions in RN.  1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
As Henri Lebesgue mentioned in his thesis (Inte grale, longueur, aire,
1902), his integral doesn’t integrate all (partial) derivatives which aren’t
bounded, and he left open the problem of defining a more general integral
which would overcome this drawback. The integral defined independently
by Perron, Denjoy, Henstock and Kurzweil solves this problem in dimension 1.
Extending the definition (of Kurzweil, for instance) to higher dimensions
gives rise to an integral which doesn’t either integrate all partial derivatives.
It’s only in the eighties that several extensions of the Lebesgue integral
were found proving the possibility of integrating the divergence of any
differentiable vector field (consult for instance [7, 9, 11]). We’ll be interested
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in the BV-integral introduced by Pfeffer in [12] (the so-called ‘‘v-integral’’
in that paper). This integral satisfies the following properties.
(i) It extends Lebesgue’s integral in RN.
(ii) The relevant domains of integration are BV sets in RN.
(iii) It integrates the divergence of any vector field which is ‘‘almost
differentiable’’ except on a set of _-finite Hausdorff (N&1)-dimensional
measure, and the integral coincides with the flux of that vector field (see
[12] Theorem 5.19).
(iv) There is a ‘‘change of variable formula’’ with respect to ‘‘lipeo-
morphisms’’ (i.e. bi-Lipschitz bijective changes of variable) which makes it
possible to integrate functions defined on manifolds.
The problem of multipliers for the BV-integral reads as follows: charac-
terize the class of functions g such that for every BV-integrable function f,
the product fg is again BV-integrable. In the 1-dimensional case this
problem was recently solved by Bongiorno and Skvortsov (see [1]): the
multipliers are the functions having bounded variation. In higher dimensions,
Mortensen and Pfeffer [10] showed that Lipschitz maps are multipliers;
later, Pfeffer proved that characteristic functions of BV sets are multipliers
and that each multiplier is a bounded BV function (see [14]). Our point
of view is to relate the study of multipliers to that of a relevant dual space
of the space of BV-integrable functions. Given a domain of integration
A/RN, let’s denote R(A) the space of BV-integrable functions on A and
let g be a multiplier: we define a linear functional
Tg : R(A)  R : f [ |
A
fg. (1)
The point consists in finding a topology on R(A) which makes functional
Tg continuous and, the other way around, such that each linear continuous
functional admits an integral representation like in (1). Describing the dual
space R$(A) would then lead to a description of multipliers.
We’ll study two topologies on the space R(A): the Alexiewicz’s one and
the ‘‘natural’’ topology which we introduce. Here is a brief summary (for
simplicity, we assume that A is the unit cube [0, 1]_ } } } _[0, 1] in RN).
1. The Alexiewicz’s topology. Let f # R(A) be a BV-integrable
function, we define the distribution function of its indefinite integral as
follows:
f : [0, 1]_ } } } _[0, 1]  R : (x1 , ..., xN) [ |
> Ni=1 [0, x i ]
f.
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This is a continuous function, so that we can consider the following
‘‘embedding’’:
R(A)  C0(A) : f [ f .
It gives rise to a normed topology on R(A) : | f |A :=& f & . For this topology,
we prove the required ‘‘integral representation theorem’’ (Theorem 3.1).
This leads to the fact that Sobolev functions WN, 1c (A) are multipliers
(Proposition 3.2). On the other hand, we prove that R(A) endowed with
this topology is not barrelled (Proposition 8.2).
2. The natural topology. Let f # R(A) and denote by BVA the collec-
tion of BV subsets of A. We consider the indefinite integral of f :
F : BVA  R : B [ |
B
f.
It is somewhat more continuous than distribution functions of indefinite
integrals are (see Section 2 for the precise definition). We are led to define
a topology on the space CBV (A) of ‘‘continuous charges on A’’ and to con-
sider the embedding
R(A)  CBV (A) : f [ F.
We introduce a Fre chet topology on CBV (A) which induces on R(A) the
so-called natural topology. We prove that R(A) endowed with this topology
is barrelled (Theorem 4.1). We also prove a weak version of the ‘‘integral
representation formula’’ (Theorem 4.2). Finally, we show that there is an
isomorphism between the corresponding dual space R$(A) and the bounded
functions having bounded variation in De Giorgi’s sense (Theorem 4.3).
Furthermore, we introduce a topology on the space BV (0) of bounded
BV functions on an open set 0/RN. This makes Cc (0) into a dense sub-
space and we state some properties of this topology (Theorem 6.1). We
also show how to obtain it directly on the dual R$(A) (Section 7).
Finally, we observe that the above-mentioned embeddings are the same
in the 1-dimensional case: the Alexiewicz’s and the natural topologies
coincide in case N=1. This fact leads to an alternative proof of
BongiornoSkvortsov’s Theorem (Section 5).
2. THE BV-INTEGRAL
An interval in R is a set of the type [a, b] :=[x # R : axb] where
a, b # R; it is called a cell whenever a<b. An interval in RN is a cartesian
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product of intervals in R : >Ni=1 [ai , bi]; it is called a cell whenever each
[ai , bi] is a cell. A figure in RN (N1) is a finite union of cells. The family
of all figures in RN is denoted FRN , while if A/RN we set FA :=[B # FRN :
B/A]. Two figures A, B # FRN are termed nonoverlapping whenever
int(A) & int(B)=<.
A set of bounded variation (abbreviated as BV sets) is a bounded measurable
set A/RN such that the distributional gradient of its characteristic function
is a vector-valued measure in RN whose variation, denoted &A&, is finite.
The real number &A&(RN), also simply written &A&, is called the perimeter
of A. Figures are BV sets. When N=1, a BV set is either negligible or coincides
with a figure almost everywhere. In that case (N=1), &A& counts two times
the number of connected components of the figure associated to A. We also
mention that for each BV set A/RN (N1) and each interval C/RN,
&A & C&&A&. The family of all BV sets in RN is denoted BVRN , while if
A/RN is a BV set we put BVA :=[B # BV RN : B/A].
We’ll now topologize the space BVA . First define BVA, m :=[B # BVA :
&B&m] for each m # N0 . We denote by |E | the Lebesgue measure of any
measurable set E/RN. Given B1 , B2 # BVA, m we let
dm(B1 , B2) :=|B1 2B2 |.
This defines a metrizable topology on BVA, m . The spaces BVA, m[dm] are
compact ([5] 1.19). The topology to be considered on BVA is the inductive
limit of the imbeddings BVA, m  BVA . This is a sequential topology.
A sequence (Bn)n # N /BVA converges to B # BVA if and only if
sup
n # N
&Bn &<
and
lim
n  
|B 2Bn |=0.
Proposition 2.1. Let A # FRN be a figure. The set FA is dense in BVA .
For a proof see [3, Proposition 1.1].
A charge on a BV set A/RN is a function F : BVA  R such that for
every B1 , B2 # BVA , if B1 & B2=< then F(B1 _ B2)=F(B1)+F(B2).
Given A # BVRN , B # BVA and a charge F : BVA  R, we define a new
charge FwB : BVA  R, called the restriction of F to B, by means of the
following relation: (FwB)(X ) :=F(B & X). We also denote by the same
symbol the charge BVB  R defined by the same formula.
Proposition 2.2. Let A # BV RN and let F : BVA  R be a charge. The
following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) F is continuous;
(2) for every =>0, there exists ’>0 such that |F(B)|<= for every
B # BVA with &B&<1= and |B|<’;
(3) for every =>0, there exists %>0 such that |F(B)|<% |B|+
=(&B&+1) for every B # BVA .
Proof. ‘‘(3) implies (2)’’ and ‘‘(2) implies (1)’’ are obvious. For a proof
of ‘‘(1) implies (3)’’ consult [13, Proposition 12.8.3]. K
We mention that in case N=1, there is a bijective correspondence
between continuous charges F : BV[a, b]  R and continuous functions
f : [a, b]  R.
If A # BVRN and C # BVA_R , we let Ct :=[x # A : (x, t) # C] for t # R.
For almost all t # R, Ct is a BV set. Whenever F : BVA  R is a charge, we
define a new charge F : BVA_R  R by means of the relation
F (C ) :=|
R
F(Ct) dt.
This is a well-defined charge [14, Lemma 3.1] and:
Proposition 2.3. If the charge F:BVA  R is continuous, so is F : BVA_R  R.
Given a measurable set E/RN we define its essential closure, denoted
cle(E), to be set of points x # RN such that
lim sup
>
r  0
|E & B(x, r)|
rN
>0.
Let’s denote HN&1 the (N&1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure in RN.
A subset of RN is termed thin if it is the union of countably many sets with
finite HN&1-measure.
A gage on a BV set A # BVRN is a function $ : cle(A)  R+ whose null-set
N$ :=[x # cle(A) : $(x)=0] is thin.
The regularity (or ‘‘cube-likeness’’) of a BV set A # BVRN is defined as
follows
r(A) :={
|A|
&A& d(A)
if &A& d(A)>0
0 otherwise,
where d(A) is the diameter of A.
Let A # BVRN . A BV-partition in A is a finite collection (possibly empty)
[(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)] such that the Ai ’s are pairwise disjoint BV subsets
of A, and xi # cle(Ai) for each i # [1, ..., p]. Given =>0 and a gage $ on A,
such a BV-partition is called
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(i) =-regular if r(Ai)>= for every i # [1, ..., p];
(ii) $-fine if d(Ai)<$(xi) for every i # [1, ..., p].
Definition 2.1. Let A # BVRN and let f be a real-valued function defined
on cle(A). We say that f is BV-integrable on A if there exists a continuous
charge F : BVA  R with the following property: for every =>0 there exists
a gage $ on A such that for each $-fine =-regular BV-partition in A,
[(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)], the following holds:
:
p
i=1
| f (xi) |Ai |&F(Ai)|=.
The space of equivalence classes of BV-integrable functions on A is denoted
R(A) (the equivalence considered here is equality almost everywhere).
The continuous charge arising in the definition is called the indefinite
integral of f. The number F(A) is also written A f. For an account of
BV-integration, consult, for instance, [12, 14].
Let 0/RN be an open set. A function g # L1(0) is said to have bounded
variation if its distributional gradient is a vector-valued measure in 0
whose variation, denoted &Dg&, is finite (the real number &Dg&(0) will
often be abbreviated as &Dg&). The family of BV-functions is denoted
BV(0) and we also define BV(0) :=BV(0) & L(0).
Given a non-negative g # BV(0), we define its subgraph as follows
7g :=[(x, t) # 0_R : 0tg(x)].
This is a BV set and we’ll make a frequent use of the following estimate:
&7g&&0& } | g|+2 |0|+&Dg&(0).
We now state a result of Pfeffer which is the starting point of our work.
Proposition 2.4. Let A # BVRN , let f # R(A) and let B # BVA . Then
f/B # R(A) and
|
A
f/B=F (7/B).
See [14, Proposition 3.6].
Definition 2.2. Let 0/RN be open and let g # BV(0). Then g is
said to be a simple BV-function if range(g) is finite and for every
r # range(g), g&1([r]) is a BV subset of 0. The space of all simple BV-functions
on 0 is denoted SBV (0).
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Corollary 2.1. Let A # BV RN , let f # R(A) and let g # SBV (A). Then
fg # R(A) and
|
A
fg=F (7g+)&F (7g&).
In the rest of this paper, 0 will be the open unit cube in RN:
0=[(x1 , ..., xN) # RN : 0<xi<1 for each i # [1, ..., N]];
0 =[(x1 , ..., xN) # RN : 0xi1 for each i # [1, ..., N]].
3. ALEXIEWICZ’S NORM
We will now endow the space R(0 ) with a normed-topology. Let
f # R(0 ): we introduce the distribution function of its indefinite integral
f : 0  R : (x1 , ..., xN) [ |
>Ni=1 [0, x i]
f.
Obviously, changing f on negligible set doesn’t alter f . Moreover, the
continuity of the charge F implies that f # C0(0 ; R) (note however that
continuity of F is stronger than that of f , indeed the distribution functions
of indefinite integral of HenstockKurzweil integrable functions are con-
tinuous while indefinite integrals of HenstockKurzweil integrable functions
need not be continuous charges). In this way, R(0 ) may be viewed as a
subspace of C0(0 ; R) and endowed with the induced topology, namely
& f & :=| f |=sup {} |>Ni=1 [0, xi ] f } : (x1 , ..., xN) # 0 = .
It is obvious that this norm is equivalent to the following one.
Definition 3.1. Let f # R(0 ). We define the Alexiewicz norm of f,
denoted | f |A , as follows
| f |A :=sup {} |C f } : C/0 and C is a cell= .
We have now topologized the space R(0 ) the same way some authors
did for the space of HenstockKurzweil integrable functions. However
there is an essential difference between the two cases: the space ofBV-integrable
functions endowed with this topology is not barrelled (see Section 8).
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Let’s denote R$A(0 ) the dual of R(0 ), that is the vector space of linear
| } |A-continuous functionals R(0 )  R. We’ll be somewhat interested in
describing this space. Here, we state basic results.
Lemma 3.1. Let B/0 be a figure. Then the linear functional
T : R(0 )  R : f [ |
B
f
is | } |A-continuous.
Proof. In case B is a cell it is obvious because |B f || f | A . Since any
figure is a union of finitely many non-overlapping cells, the proof is
complete. K
The other way around, our goal is to show that each | } |A -continuous
linear functional T # R$A(0 ) is representable by integration. This means
that there exists some function g : 0  R such that T( f )=0 fg for every
f # R(0 ). Moreover we’ll see that g # BV(0).
Lemma 3.2. Let T # R$A(0 ). Then there exists g # BV (0) such that for
each f # L1(0 ):
T( f )=|
0
fg. (2)
Proof. We consider the restriction of T to L1(0 ), denoted T . It is easily
observed that | f |A| f | 1 whenever f # L1(0 ) so that
|T ( f )|&T& } | f | 1 .
This shows that T is | } | 1 -continuous and hence there is some g # L(0 )
satisfying relation (2). It only remains to prove that g # BV(0). Let
. # C1c(0 ; R
N) and let C/0 be a cell, one has
} |C div(.) }= } |C . } nC dHN&1 }&C& } |.| ,
and since &C&&0 &=2N, we deduce that |div(.)|A2N } |.| . Finally,
} |0 div(.) g }=|T(div(.))|&T& } |div(.)|A
2N } &T& } |.|
and this completes the proof. K
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From now on, our aim will be to extend formula (2) to each f # R(0 ).
To this end, f # R(0 ) being fixed, we need a candidate indefinite integral
for fg. It is obviously the function BV0  R : B [ T( f/B). We first examine
its continuity.
Lemma 3.3. Let T # R$A(0 ), let g # BV(0) be the function associated
to T in Lemma 3.2 and let f # R(0 ). Then the function
H : BV0  R : B [ T( f/B)
is a continuous charge.
Proof. Since T is linear, H is additive. We denote by F the indefinite
integral of f. Let =>0 and %>0 associated to =&T& (the case &T&=0 is
trivial) in Proposition 2.2. If B # BV0 is given and C/0 is any cell,
|F(B & C )|% |B & C|+
=
&T&
(&B & C&+1)
% |B|+
=
&T&
(&B&+1)
so that
| f/B |A=sup {} |C f/B } : C/0 and C is a cell=
% |B|+
=
&T&
(&B&+1).
Finally
|H(B)|=|T( f/B)|&T& } | f/B |A
% &T& } |B|+=(&B&+1)
which completes the proof. K
Proposition 3.1. Let f # R(0 ), let F be the indefinite integral of f, let
’>0 and let $ be a gage on 0 such that for every $-fine ’24-regular
BV-partition [(Ai , xi) : i # J] in 0 the following holds:
:
i # J
| f (xi) |Ai |&F(Ai)|’.
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Then, for every $-fine ’-regular BV-partition [(Ai , xi) : i # J] in 0 and for
every cell C/0 one has
:
i # J
| f (xi) |Ai & C |&F(Ai & C )|12’.
Proof. Fix any $-fine ’-regular BV-partition [(Ai , xi) : i # J] in 0 and a
cell C/0 . We define four sets as
J1 :=[i # J : xi # cle(Ai & C) and |Ai & C| 12 |Ai |],
J2 :=[i # J : xi # cle(Ai&C) and |Ai&C| 12 |Ai |]&J1 ,
J3 :=[i # J : xi # cle(Ai&C) and |Ai & C| 12 |Ai |]&(J1 _ J2),
J4 :=[i # J : xi # cle(Ai & C) and |Ai&C| 12 |Ai |]&(J1 _ J2 _ J3).
It is easily observed that J=4k=1 Jk and that
:
i # J
| f (xi) |Ai & C |&F(Ai & C)|= :
4
k=1
:
i # Jk
| f (xi) |Ai & C |&F(Ai & C )|.
We’ll now estimate each of these four terms separately.
Step 1. We observe that [(Ai & C, xi) : i # J1] is a $-fine BV-partition.
Furthermore, given i # J1 ,
r(Ai & C)=
|Ai & C |
d(Ai & C ) &Ai & C&

1
2 |Ai |
d(Ai) &Ai&
=
1
2
r(Ai)
so that the partition is ’2-regular. It follows from the assumption that
:
i # J1
| f (xi) |Ai & C |&F(Ai & C )|’.
Step 2. We observe that [(Ai&C, xi) : i # J2] is a $-fine BV-partition.
Moreover, given i # J2 ,
r(Ai&C)=
|Ai&C |
d(Ai&C) &Ai&C&

1
2 |Ai |
d(Ai) } 2 &Ai &
=
1
4
r(Ai)
so that the partition is ’4-regular. It follows that
:
i # J2
| f (xi) |Ai&C |&F(Ai&C )|’. (3)
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On the other hand, [(Ai , xi) : i # J2] is also a $-fine ’-regular BV-partition
in 0 so that
:
i # J2
| f (xi) |Ai |&F(Ai)|’. (4)
Putting (3) and (4) together yields
:
i # J2
| f (xi) |Ai & C |&F(Ai & C )|2’.
Step 3. We’ll assume N2 because we’ll refer to [12] Lemma 7.9.
However, the conscientious reader can convince himself that the case N=1
can also be treated with similar, even easier, arguments. Given i # J3 we
need to add some ‘‘little’’ set to Ai&C, say Di , so that xi # cle((Ai&C) _
Di). This will not affect regularity. We have to be careful in adding sets,
because the (Ai&C) _ Di ’s should be pairwise disjoint (keep in mind that
the case xi=xj may occur).
Put E :=[xi : i # J3] and let’s ‘ : [1, ..., p]  E be a numeration of E.
Given x # E, let’s q(x) :=card(‘&1(x)) and use [12] Lemma 7.9 to choose
pairwise disjoint sets B1x , ..., B
q(x)
x in BV0 such that for each j # [1, ..., q(x)]
we have x # cle(B jx), and
max[d(B1x), ..., d(B
q(x)
x )]
min[$(x), min[d(Ai) : i # ‘&1(x)],
min[dist( y1 , y2) : y1 , y2 # E and y1 {y2]],
max[ |B1x |, ..., |B
q(x)
x |]
min { 14q(x) min[ |Ai | : i # ‘&1(x)],
’
(1+| f (x)| ) card(J3)(q(x)+1)
,
’
% } card(J3)(q(x)+1)= ,
(here % is associated to F and
= :=
’
2+i # J3 &Ai&
as in Proposition 2.2)
max[&B1x&, ..., &Bq(x)x &]
min { 1q(x)+1 min[&Ai& : i # ‘&1(x)],
1
q(x)+1= .
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Now, let x # E, let i # ‘&1(x) and let l be the integer such that i is the l th
number in ‘&1(x). We define
B i :=\(Ai & C)& .
q(x)
j=1
Bxj +_ Bxl .
We observe that the B i ’s are pairwise disjoint, and that
d(B i)min[2d(Ai), $(xi)]
&B i &&Ai & C&+(q(x)+1) max[&B jx& : j # [1, ..., q(x)]],
2 &Ai &
|B i ||Ai |+max[ |B jx | : j # [1, ..., q(x)]],
2 |Ai |
whenever i # ‘&1(x) and x # E. In this case,
r(B i)
|Ai & C|&q(x) max[ |B jx | : j # [1, ..., q(x)]]
2d(Ai) } 3 &Ai&

1
2 |Ai |&
1
4 |Ai |
2d(Ai) } 3 &Ai&
=
1
12
r(Ai).
All this shows that [(B i , xi) : i # J3] is a $-fine ’12-regular BV-partition
in 0 , hence
:
i # J3
| f (xi) |B i |&F(B i)|’.
It follows that
:
i # J3
| f (xi) |Ai & C|&F(Ai & C)|
’+ :
i # J 3
| f (xi)| } |B i 2(Ai & C)|+ :
i # J 3
|F(B i 2(Ai & C))|
’+’+ :
i # J3
(% |B i 2(Ai & C)|+=(&B i 2(Ai & C)&+1))
4’.
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Step 4. Using the same technique as in Step 3 and concluding as in
Step 2, we obtain
:
i # J4
| f (xi) |Ai & C |&F(Ai & C)|5’. K
We deduce the following important corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let f # R(0 ), let F be the indefinite integral of f and let
=>0. Then there exists a gage $ on 0 such that for each $-fine =-regular
BV-partition [(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)] in 0 we have
} :
p
i=1
( f (xi) /A i&f/Ai ) }A=.
We are now able to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Let T # R$A(0 ) and let g # BV(0) be the function associated
to T in Lemma 3.2. Then for every f # R(0 ), fg # R(0 ) and we have
T( f )=|
0
fg.
Proof. Fix any f # R(0 ) and consider the additive continuous function
H : BV0  R associated to f and T in Lemma 3.3. Let E/0 be the set of
points x # 0 such that the indefinite integral G of g is BV-derivable at x.
There is no restriction to assume that g(x)=DBVG(x) for every x # E and
that f (x)=0 for every x # 0 &E. Let =>0, given x # E we can find
$1(x)>0 such that for every B # BV0 with x # cle(B), d(B)$1(x) and
r(B)=3(1+| f (x)| ) we have
}g(x) |B|&|B g }
=
3(1+| f (x)| )
|B|. (5)
If x # 0 &E, let $1(x)=1. On the other hand, use Corollary 3.1 to find a
gage $2 on 0 such that for every $2-fine =3(1+&T&)-regular BV-partition
[(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)] in 0 ,
} :
p
i=1
( f (xi) /A i& f/A i )}A
=
3(1+&T&)
. (6)
Let $ :=min[$1 , $2] and consider a $-fine =-regular BV-partition
[(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)] in 0 :
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:
p
i=1
| f (xi) g(xi) |Ai |&H(Ai )|
 :
p
i=1 } f (xi) g(xi) |Ai |&f (xi) |A i g }+ :
p
i=1 } f (xi ) |A i g&H(Ai ) } (7)
First observe that
:
p
i=1 } f (xi) g(xi) |Ai |&f (xi) |Ai g } :
xi # E
i=1, ..., p
| f (xi)| } } g(xi) |Ai |&|A i g }
 :
p
i=1
=
3
|Ai |

=
3
. (8)
On the other hand, define
J+ :={i # [1, ..., p] : f (xi) |A i g&H(Ai )0=
and J& :=[1, ..., p]&J+. It follows that
:
p
i=1 } f (xi ) |Ai g&H(Ai )}
= :
i # J+
\ f (xi ) |Ai g&H(Ai)+& :i # J& \ f (xi ) |Ai g&H(Ai )+
=T \ :i # J + ( f (xi ) /Ai&f/A i )+&T \ :i # J& ( f (xi) /A i&f/Ai )+
&T& } } :i # J + ( f (xi ) /A i&f/A i )}A+&T& } } :i # J& ( f (xi ) /A i&f/Ai ) }A

2=
3
(9)
Putting (7), (8), and (9) together yields
:
p
i=1
| f (xi ) g(xi ) |Ai |&H(Ai)|=
and we are done. K
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Corollary 3.2. L1(0 ) and C0(0 ) are | } |A-dense in R(0 ).
Proof. Given T # R$A(0 ) such that T( f )=0 for every f # L1(0 ), we
conclude from Lemma 3.2 that the associated g # BV(0) is identically
zero. Now it follows from Theorem 3.1 that T#0. From this and Hahn
Banach’s Theorem we infer that L1(0 ) is | } |A-dense in R(0 ).
The same argument shows that C0(0 ) is | } |A -dense. K
We’ll now show how to use this machinery to find multipliers. The next
result sounds somewhat marginal because the hypothesis (g # W N, 1c (0))
reflects the use of Alexiewicz’s topology which isn’t ‘‘natural’’ (see next
section). This result resembles the one obtained by Kurzweil in [8] for his
integral.
Proposition 3.2. The Sobolev functions W N, 1c (0) are multipliers for the
BV-integral.
Proof. Let g # W N, 1c (0) and define a functional
T : C0(0 )  R : f [ |
0
fg.
We observe that
|T( f )|= } |0
N
x1 } } } xN
f } g }= } |0 f
N
x1 } } } xN
g }
| f |A } | g|W 1, N
and hence T is | } |A -continuous. We denote T its extension to the whole
R(0 ). The function associated to T in Lemma 3.2 is readily g, and it
follows from Theorem 3.1 that g is a multiplier. K
Question 3.1. Give a description of the space R$A(0 ). In particular, are
Lipschitz functions part of that space? See also Corollary 8.1.
4. THE NATURAL TOPOLOGY
In the preceding section we observed that the distributional function f of
an integrable function f # R(0 ) is continuous from 0 into R. Using this we
were able to embed R(0 ) into C0(0 ; R) and endow R(0 ) with the induced
topology. We’ll now embed R(0 ) into another vector space, namely that
of all continuous charges on 0 . As we’ll see, this space carries a natural
‘‘Fre chet’’ topology inducing a barrelled, metrizable topology on R(0 ).
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Furthermore, we’ll give a description of the dual of R(0 ) with respect to
this topology (Theorems 4.2 and 4.3).
We point out the fact that all this cannot be done for Henstock
Kurzweil integrable functions if N2. Indeed the indefinite integral of such
a function need not be a continuous charge.
Definition 4.1. We denote by CBV (0 ) the vector space of all continuous
charges BV0  R. Given m # N0 , we define a function
& }&m : CBV (0 )  R
by the relation
&F&m :=sup[ |F(A)| : A # BV0 and &A&m].
Remark 4.1. Each function & }&m is a norm on CBV (0 ). To see this,
consider any F # CBV (0 ) such that &F&m=0 and a figure B # F0 . Choose
finitely many non-overlapping cells A1 , ..., Ak such that B=ki=1 Ai and
max[&A1 &, ..., &Ak &]m. It follows that
F(B)= :
k
i=1
F(Ai )=0.
Finally, F being zero on F0 , it is identically zero.
Remark 4.2. Whenever f # R(0 ) and F is its indefinite integral, we’ll
use the notation & f &m for &F&m .
Definition 4.2. We denote by { the locally convex, separated, metrizable
topology on CBV (0 ) defined by the countable, increasing family of norms
[& }&m : m # N0].
Proposition 4.1. CBV (0 )[{] is a Fre chet-space.
Proof. Let (Fn)n # N be a {-Cauchy sequence: this means that (Fn)n # N is
a Cauchy sequence relative to each norm & }&m . Given A # BV0 , we deduce
that (Fn(A))n # N is a Cauchy sequence in R, so that we can define a
pointwise limit F : BV0  R which is a charge. Fix m # N0 and =>0. There
is n0 # N such that for every p, q # N the relation min[ p, q]n0 implies
&Fp&Fq&m
=
2
.
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Let A # BV0 be such that &A&m. There is nA # N such that if nnA then
|Fn(A)&F(A)|=2. Let pn0 and q :=max[n0 , nA], we observe that
|Fp(A)&F(A)||Fp(A)&Fq(A)|+|Fq(A)&F(A)|=.
We deduce that if pn0
&Fp&F&m=.
It remains to show that F is continuous. Let =>0 and choose m # N0 such
that 1=m; then choose n # N so that &F&Fn&m=2. Finally, since Fn is
continuous, there is some ’>0 such that |F(A)|=2 whenever A # BV0
with |A|’ and &A&2=. Let A # BV0 be so that |A|’ and &A&1=:
|F(A)|&F&Fn &m+|Fn(A)|=. K
We’ll use the same technique as in [15] to show that R(0 )[{] is barrelled.
Lemma 4.1. Let C1 , ..., Ck be non-overlapping subcells of 0 such that
0 =ki=1 Ci , let V/R(0 ) be a convex set and assume that V & R(Ci) is
a {-neighbourhood of 0 in R(Ci) for every i # [1, ..., k]. Then V is a
{-neighbourhood of 0 in R(0 ).
Proof. Let W :=(1k) V. It follows from the assumption that
W & R(Ci) is a {-neighbourhood of 0 in R(Ci). Hence, there exists
m1 , ..., mk # N0 and =1 , ..., =k # R+&[0] so that
[F # R(Ci) : &F&mi<=i]/W & R(Ci)
for every i # [1, ..., k]. Define m :=max[m1 , ..., mk] and = :=min[=1 , . . .=k]
and consider any F # R(0 ) such that &F&m<=. We observe that
F= :
k
i=1
FwCi
and
&FwCi &mi&FwCi&m=&F&m<==i
so that FwCi # W. Since V is convex, F # V. K
Theorem 4.1 R(0 )[{] is barrelled.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case: there would be a barrel V/
R(0 ) which is not a {-neighbourhood of 0. Decomposing 0 into 2N non-
overlapping cells passing through the center of 0 and applying Lemma 4.1
yields a cell, say K1 , such that V & R(K1) is not a {-neighbourhood of 0 in
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R(K1). Repeating this argument inductively we find a decreasing sequence
of cells (Kn)n # N0 such that limn   d(Kn)=0 and V & R(Kn) is not a
{-neighbourhood of 0 in R(Kn), for every n # N0 . We now pick fn # R(Kn)
such that & fn&n12n and fn  (2nV) & R(Kn).
We denote by Fn the indefinite integral of fn , by f n the ‘‘zero extension’’
of fn to 0 and by F n the ‘‘zero extension’’ of Fn to BV0 (F n(A) :=
Fn(Kn & A)). Given (*n)n # N0 /l
(R) such that supn # N0 |*n |1, it follows
from the completeness of CBV (0 ) and the choice of the fn ’s that the series
n # N0 *n f n converges in CBV (0 ). We define
B :={ :n # N 0 *n f n : (*n)n # N 0 /l
(R) and sup
n # N 0
|*n |1=/CBV (0 ).
It is easily observed that B is a complete, bounded, convex, balanced set.
We’ll now show that B/R(0 ). Let n # N 0 *n f n # B. Given =>0 we
define a gage $ on 0 as follows: if x # 0 &K1 then $(x)<dist(x, K1); if
[x]=m # N0 Kn then $(x)=0; on int(Kn)&Kn+1 , $ is chosen such that
$( } )<dist( } , 0 &(int(Kn)&Kn+1)) and for every =-regular $-fine partition
[(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)] in int(Kn)&Kn+1 ,
:
p
i=1 }\ :
n
j=1
*j f j (xi)+ |Ai |&\ :
n
j=1
*j F j+ (Ai)} =2n+1;
furthermore, $ is chosen to be identically zero on n # N0 Kn . If
[(A1 , x1), ..., (Ap , xp)] is any =-regular $-fine partition in 0 , we deduce that
:
p
i=1 }\ :

j=1
*j f j (xi)+ |Ai |&\ :

j=1
*jF j+ (Ai)}
= :
n # N0
:
p
i=1
x i # int(K n)&Kn+1
}\ :
n
j=1
*j f j (xi)+ |Ai |&\ :
n
j=1
*jF j+ (Ai)}
=.
Since j=1 *jF j is continuous, we obtain n # N0 *n f n # R(0 ).
Now, B being a convex, balanced, bounded and complete subset of
R(0 ), it is absorbed by V (see [2, Chap. III, Section 3, No. 4, Lemma 1]):
this contradicts the fact that f n  2nV for every n # N0 . K
Remark 4.3. The same argument proves that the space of F-integrable
functions on 0 (resp. g-integrable functions on 0 ), endowed with the
topology {, is barrelled. Consult [13, Chap. 12] (resp. Chap. 11) for an
account of such integration theories.
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Like in the preceding section, we obtain the two following lemmas. Since
their proofs run along the same lines as those of lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we
leave them to the reader.
Lemma 4.2. Let T : R(0 )  R be a linear {-continuous functional. Then
there exists g # BV(0) such that for each f # L1(0 ):
T( f )=|
0
fg.
Lemma 4.3. Let T : R(0 )  R be a linear {-continuous functional, let
g # BV(0) be the function associated to T in Lemma 4.2 and let f # R(0 ).
Then the function
BV0  R : A [ T( f/A)
is a continuous charge.
Remark 4.4. At this point, it is desirable to state and prove an integral
representation formula like that of Theorem 3.1. In fact, together with
Theorem 4.3, this would imply that every bounded BV-function is a multiplier.
However, it is difficult to mimic the proof of Theorem 3.1, particularly
because of the following to be estimated
" :
p
i=1
( f (xi) /A i& f/A i )"m . (10)
Indeed, a careful reading of the proof of Proposition 3.1, step 3, reveals
that in order to estimate (10) one needs to bound below max[r(A & B),
r(A&B)] whenever A # BV0 with r(A)>= and B # BV0 with &B&m.
Although this is feasible when B is a cell, it is not the case if B is a
general BV sets as we will show in the following example suggested by
Washek Pfeffer.
Example 4.1. Let S :=[0, 1]_[0, 1]/R2. We’ll define a sequence of
sets (Sn)n # N0 made from S by cutting away some little channels in order
that the area is not affected but the perimeter growths. Formally, we put,
for n # N0 ,
=n :=
1
4(2n&1)
,
C nj :=_ j2n&=n ,
j
2n
+=n&_[0, 1], j # [1, ..., 2n&1],
Sn :=S& .
2 n&1
j=1
C nj .
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Easy computations yield
|Sn |=1& :
2n&1
j=1
2=n=
1
2
,
&Sn &=2(2n&1)+4&2(2n&1) =n=2n+1+1,
r(Sn)=
|Sn |
&Sn& d(Sn)
=
1
2(2n+1+1)
.
We define S$1 :=S1 and if n2,
S$n :=
1
22(n&1)
Sn+\ :
n&2
i=0
1
22i
, 0+ .
We observe that the S$n ’s are non-overlapping figures such that r(S$n)=
r(Sn) and B :=n # N0 S$n is a BV set, indeed,
|B|= :
n # N0
1
2
1
24(n&1)
<
and
&B& :
n # N0
2n+1+1
22(n&1)
<.
Moreover, if
An :=
1
22(n&1)
S+\ :
n&2
i=0
1
22i
, 0+
is a little square, r(An)= 14 but limn   r(B & An)=limn   r(S$n)=0.
Lemma 4.4. Let g # SBV (0) and define a linear functional as follows:
Tg : R(0 )  R : f [ |
0
fg.
Then Tg is {-continuous.
Proof. We need only to prove it in case g=/A for some A # BV0 .
Given A # BV0 , let m # N0 be such that &A&m and observe that
|Tg( f )|=|F(A)|&F&m . K
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Lemma 4.5. Let T : R(0 )  R be a linear {-continuous functional and let
g # BV(0) be the function associated to T in Lemma 4.2. Then there exists
(gn)n # N /SBV (0) such that
(1) limn   | gn& g| 1=0;
(2) supn # N0 (&Dgn&+| gn |)<;
(3) for every f # R(0 ) : T( f )=limn   0 fgn .
Proof. Let’s denote by R$S (0 ) the space of linear {-continuous functionals
associated to simple BV-functions like in Lemma 4.4. We observe that for
every f # R(0 ), if f0 there is some T # R$S (0 ) such that T( f ){0. This
implies that R$S (0 ) is weakly dense in R${(0 ) (see [2, Chap. IV, Section 1,
No. 2, Corollaire 1]).
Given T # R${(0 ), we choose (Tn)n # N /R$S (0 ) converging weakly to T :
this means that condition (3) is satisfied. Since R(0 )[{] is barrelled and
the sequence (Tn)n # N is weakly bounded, it is also strongly bounded (see
[2, Chap. IV, Section 3, No. 2, Proposition 2]). This means that for every
{-bounded set B/R(0 ) the following holds:
sup[ |Tn( f )| : n # N and f # B]<.
Observing that the following sets are {-bounded,
B1 :=[div(.) : . # C1c(0 ; R
N) and |.|1]
B2 :=[ f # L1(0) : | f | 11],
yields conclusion (2).
It remains only to prove that ( | gn& g| )n # N converges to 0. Let
( | gnk& g| )k # N be a subsequence of that sequence. From (2) and the
compactness Theorem for BV-functions ([5] 1.19), we infer that (gnk)k # N
is relatively compact with respect to | } | 1 -convergence. This allows us to
extract a subsequence (gnkj) j # N converging to some g~ # L
1(0):
lim
j  
| gnkj& g~ | 1=0.
Hence, (gn kj ) j # N converges weakly in L
1(0) to g~ and from (3) we deduce
that g~ = g. K
Corollary 4.1. L(0) is {-dense in R(0 ).
Proof. Let T # R${(0 ) be such that T( f )=0 for every f # L(0). We
want to show that T is identically zero; then the conclusion will result from
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an easy application of HahnBanach’s Theorem. Let (gn)n # N /SBV (0) be
a sequence associated to T in Lemma 4.5. We observe that
lim
n  
|7gn+ |= limn  
|7g n& |=0 (11)
and
sup
n # N
&7g n\&sup
n # N
(&0& } | g\n |+2 |0|+&Dg
\
n &+2 |0| )
sup
n # N
(&0& } | g|+2 |0|+&Dg&+2 |0| )< (12)
If f # R(0 ) we deduce from Lemma 4.5 (3), from the continuity of F and
from relations (11) and (12) above, that
T( f )= lim
n   |0 fgn= limn   (F (7g n+)&F (7g n&))=0. K
Theorem 4.2. Let T : R(0 )  R be a linear {-continuous functional and
let g # BV (0) be the function associated to T in Lemma 4.2. Then, for
every f # R(0 ),
T( f )=F (7g +)&F (7g&).
Proof. We need only to prove it in case g0. Choose an increasing
sequence (gn)n # N /SBV(0) such that gn0 for every n # N, limn   | gn& g| 1
=0 and supn # N (&Dgn&+| gn |)<. We define Tn : R(0 )  R : f [
0 fgn : each Tn is {-continuous (Lemma 4.4). Given f # R(0 ), it is easily
observed that (0 fgn)n # N is a Cauchy sequence in R (observe that
0 fgn=F (7gn) and use the continuity of F as in the proof of
Corollary 4.1). Hence, the sequence (Tn)n # N converges pointwise to a
linear functional S: R(0 )  R. Since R(0 )[{] is barrelled, Banach
Steinhaus’ theorem applies and S is {-continuous. If f # L(0 ), then
S( f )= lim
n   |0 fgn=|0 fg=T( f ).
Now it follows from the density of L(0 ) (Corollary 4.1) that S#T. Fix
any f # R(0 ): we have
T( f )= lim
n  
F (7g n).
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Finally, arguing like in the proof of Corollary 4.1 we infer that
F (7g)= lim
n  
F (7gn)
and this completes the proof. K
Theorem 4.3. There is an isomorphism of vector spaces
u : R${(0 )  BV(0)
which maps a functional T # R${(0 ) onto the function g # BV(0) associated
to it in Lemma 4.2.
Proof. The map u is well-defined, linear and, according to Theorem 4.2,
it is one-to-one. If g # BV(0), choose a sequence (gn)n # N /SBV (0) such
that limn   | gn& g| 1=0 and supn # N (&Dgn &+| gn |)<. Observe that
(0 fgn)n # N is a Cauchy sequence for every f # R(0 ) and that the limit
defines a linear {-continuous functional on R(0 ), say T (recall the proof of
Theorem 4.2). Furthermore, u(T )= g. This shows that u is onto. K
In Sections 6 and 7, we’ll give a precise meaning the assertion that u is
a homeomorphism.
Question 4.1; Is the map
CBV (0 )  CBV (0 _R) : F [ F
({, {)-continuous?
5. THE 1-DIMENSIONAL CASE
In the light of our functional analytic approach, we’ll see why the
problem of finding multipliers is easier to solve in dimension 1. Indeed, in
order to solve it, we need a barrelled topology on R(0 ) for which an
integral representation formula holds. At this point we defined two
topologies having each of them only one of the required properties. What
makes the situation nice in dimension 1 is the following.
Proposition 5.1. In case N=1, the Alexiewicz’s topology and the
natural topology coincide on R(0 ).
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Proof. In dimension 1, a non negligible BV set A equals almost
everywhere a union of finitely many cells [ai , bi]:
}A 2 .
n
i=1
[ai , bi]}=0.
Moreover, the perimeter &A& equals two times the number of connected
components of the figure ni=1 [ai , bi]. This implies that each norm & }&m
is equivalent to | } |A ; in fact
| f |A& f &2m2m | f | A
for every f # R([0, 1]) and every m # N0 . K
As a special case of the Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 we obtain:
Theorem 5.1. In case N=1, the space R([0, 1])[{] is normed and
barrelled. Moreover, for every linear {-continuous functional T : R(0 )  R
there exists a function g # BV([0, 1]) such that for each f # R([0, 1]),
fg # R([0, 1]) and T( f )=10 fg.
We’ll now deduce from Theorem 5.1 and from the fact that step func-
tions are multipliers, that each BV function is a multiplier in dimension 1.
It provides an alternative proof to this result which was first obtained by
Bongiorno and Skvortsov [1].
Lemma 5.1. Let g # BV([0, 1]). Then there is a sequence (gn)n # N of
step functions defined on [0, 1] such that
(1) limn   | gn& g| 1=0;
(2) supn # N (V 10(gn)+| gn | )<.
The easy proof is left to the reader.
Theorem 5.2 (Bongiorno, Skvortsov). In case N=1, the functions of
bounded variation are multipliers for the BV-integral.
Proof. Let g # BV([0, 1]) and choose a sequence (gn)n # N according to
Lemma 5.1. We define functionals as
Tn : R([0, 1])  R : f [ |
1
0
fgn
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(recall that step functions are multipliers), these are readily continuous.
Given f # R([0, 1]), we may use the same argument as in Corollary 4.1 to
deduce that (10 fgn)n # N is a Cauchy sequence in R. Hence the sequence
(Tn)n # N converges weakly to a linear functional T : R([0, 1])  R. Since
R([0, 1]) is barrelled, T is continuous. Now, the integral representation
formula tells that there exists a multiplier g~ # BV([0, 1]) such that
T( f )=10 fg~ for every f # R([0, 1]). It is easily observed that
|
1
0
fg~ =T( f )= lim
n  
Tn( f )= lim
n   |
1
0
fgn=|
1
0
fg
whenever f # C0([0, 1]), so that g~ = g and the proof is complete. K
Remark 5.1. We point out the properties of the BV-integral in dimen-
sion 1 that were used in order to prove Theorem 5.2.
(i) The fact that characteristic functions of cells are multipliers.
(ii) The Hake’s property (i.e. ‘‘there are no improper BV-integral’’).
This was used in order to prove barrelledness.
(iii) The integral representation formula.
The same method applies to show that functions having bounded variation
are multipliers for the Henstock-Kurzweil integral in dimension 1 (the
integral representation formula is even easier to prove in this case and
barrelledness is known from a long time, see e.g. [15]). Hence, our method
provides an uniform treatment of multipliers in dimension 1. This leads us
to the following conclusion concerning the research of multipliers in case
N=1: it is possible to find all multipliers from the a priori knowledge of
the class of sets A/[0, 1] such that /A is a multiplier. This situation
parallels that of Lebesgue integration theory: the space spanned by charac-
teristic functions of measurable sets is dense in L([0, 1]).
These simple facts led us to the study of the duality between R(0 ) and
R${(0 ) in the higher dimensional case.
Remark 5.2; As an illustration of the potential power of the ‘‘functional
analytic approach’’, we will give an alternative proof of the so-called
integration by parts formula. We fix g # BV([0, 1]) and define three linear
functionals as follows
T1: R([0, 1])  R : f [ |
1
0
fg
T2: R([0, 1])  R : f [ F(1) g(1)&F(0) g(0)
T3: R([0, 1])  R : f [ |
1
0
F dG.
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It is easily observed that the three of them are continuous. On the other
hand, T1( f )=T2( f )&T3( f ) whenever f # L1([0, 1]) as follows from the
classical integration by parts formula for the Lebesgue theory. Since
L1([0, 1]) is dense in R([0, 1]), we infer that T1 #T2&T3 and the proof
is complete.
Remark 5.3. We finally mention that the norm inducing the strong
topology on the dual R$([0, 1]) is equivalent to the norm & }&BV on
BV([0, 1]).
6. ;-BOUNDED :-CONVERGENCE
Let E[:] be a locally convex topological vector space over R and
; : E  R+ a semi-norm which is lower semi-continuous with respect to the
topology :. Our purpose is to define and study a linear locally convex
topology on E inducing the following concept of convergence for sequences:
(:;) lim
n  
xn=0
if and only if
(:) lim
n  
xn=0 and sup
n # N
;(xn)<.
It turns out that this topology inherits some properties from : (for
instance it is in some sense complete whenever : is), on the other hand it
is quasi never metrizable nor of the first category.
Remark 6.1. We recall that in case E[:] is barrelled, the semi-norm ;
is in fact continuous. This implies that supn # N ;(xn)< whenever
(:) limn   xn=0. It means that the non trivial cases of our investigation
arise when E[:] is not barrelled.
Definition 6.1. To each k # N0 we associate a set
Ek :=[x # E : ;(x)k].
It follows from the lower semi-continuity of ; that these are :-closed.
When we’ll speak about a topological concept in Ek we’ll always refer to
the topology induced by :, unless otherwise specified.
Proposition 6.1. Let B be the collection of all balanced convex absorbent
sets V/E such that, for each k # N0 , V & Ek is a neighbourhood of 0 in Ek .
Then the following holds:
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(1) B is a base of neighbourhoods at 0 for some linear locally convex
topology on E. This topology will be denoted :; and called the topology of
;-bounded :-convergence.
(2) A linear map u : E  F into any locally convex topological vector
space F is :; -continuous if and only if each map u b ik : Ek  F is continuous,
where the ik ’s are the imbeddings Ek /E.
(3) :; is the finest locally convex linear topology on E such that each
ik is continuous.
The proof of this proposition requires only standard arguments so that
we leave it to the reader (consult, for instance, [2, Chap. II, Section 4,
No. 1). Let’s just mention that this is not an inductive limit of locally
convex topological vector spaces since the Ek’s aren’t vector spaces.
Corollary 6.1. The topology :; is finer than :.
Proof. Just observe that each ik is :-continuous and apply Proposition
6.1(3). K
Corollary 6.2. If : is separated, so is :; .
Corollary 6.3. Each :-closed subset of E is also :;-closed. In
particular, the Ek ’s are :;-closed.
We’ll now characterize :; -convergence for sequences.
Proposition 6.2. Let (xn)n # N /E. The following are equivalent:
(1) (:;) limn   xn=0.
(2) (:) limn   xn=0 and supn # N ;(xn)<.
Proof. We first check that (2) implies (1). Let k # N0 be sufficiently
large for supn # N ;(xn)k. Then (xn)n # N /Ek and, since ik is continuous,
(1) holds.
Now, we need to show that (1) implies (2). If (1) holds, we deduce from
Corollary 6.1 that (:) limn   xn=0. Suppose now that supn # N ;(xn)=
+: then it is possible to find strictly increasing sequences (nj) j # N and
(kj) j # N such that
xn j # Ek j + 1&Ekj , for each j # N.
Let j # N; since Ek j is :-closed, convex, balanced and xnj  Ek j , there
exists an :-open convex balanced set Vj /E such that Ek j /Vj and xnj  Vj
(this follows from HahnBanach’s theorem, see, e.g., [4, Corollary
2.2.4(2)]).
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Now consider the set
V := ,
j # N
Vj .
We observe that V is convex, balanced and absorbent. Moreover, 0 # V
and for k # N0
V & Ek= ,
j # N
(Vj & Ek)= ,
l
j=0
(Vj & Ek),
where l # N is the larger index such that klk. This shows that V/B.
However xn j  V for every j # N: this contradicts the fact that
(:;) limn   xn=0. K
Corollary 6.4. Let B/E: it is :;-bounded if and only if it is :-bounded
and supx # B ;(x)<.
Proof. First suppose that B is :-bounded and supx # B ;(x)<. Since
supx # B ;(x)<, B/Ek for some k # N0 . If V # B, then V & Ek is a
neighbourhood of 0 in Ek so that V & Ek=W & Ek for some W which is an
:-neighbourhood of 0. Since B is supposed to be :-bounded, there exists
*>0 such that *B/W; we also observe that we may assume *<1 and
hence *B/W & Ek /V. This proves that B is :;-bounded.
On the other hand, suppose B to be :;-bounded. This implies that for
each (xn)n # N /B and each (*n)n # N /R one has (:;) limn   *nxn=0
(see, e.g. [2, Chap. III, Section 2, No. 2, Proposition 4]). If supx # B ;(x)
were + then we would be able to choose (xn)n # N /B such that
(;(xn))n # N is an unbounded increasing sequence. Defining *n :=;(xn)&12,
so that limn   *n=0, we would deduce that (:;) limn   *nxn=0. Since
supn # N ;(*nxn)=+, this contradicts Proposition 6.2. This shows that
supx # B ;(x)<. Finally, the fact that B is :-bounded follows from
Corollary 6.1. K
Corollary 6.5. If each :-Cauchy sequence in E which is contained in
some Ek converges (with respect to :), then E is sequentially complete with
respect to :; .
Proof. Let (xn)n # N /E be an :;-Cauchy sequence. Since it is bounded,
it is contained in some Ek(k # N0) as it follows from Corollary 6.4. Using
Corollary 6.1, we observe that (xn)n # N is an :-Cauchy sequence in E and
hence there exists some x # Ek such that (:) limn   xn=x. Since ik is
continuous, we deduce that (:;) limn   xn=x. K
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Remark 6.2. The assumption made in Corollary 6.5 is weaker than
assuming that E is sequentially complete with respect to :. Indeed, an
:-Cauchy sequence in E need not be contained in some Ek .
Corollary 6.6. If each :-Cauchy directed family in E which is contained
in some Ek converges (with respect to :), then E[:;] is quasi-complete.
Proof. Let B/E be :;-bounded and :;-closed. We need to show that
it is :; -complete. We already know that B/Ek for some k # N0 . Consider
any (x*)* # 4 :;-Cauchy directed family in B: this is also an :-Cauchy
directed family in E contained in Ek . From the hypothesis, it :-converges
to some x # Ek and using the continuity of ik we deduce that
(:;) lim* # 4 x*=x. K
Corollary 6.7. If each Ek is compact (with respect to :) then E is
boundedly compact with respect to :; .
Proof. Let B/E be an :;-bounded set, we need to show that cl: ;(B)
is :;-compact. Since cl: ;(B) is :;-bounded, it follows from Corollary 6.4
that cl:;(B)/Ek for some k # N0 . We also observe that cl:;(B) is :-closed
because ik is continuous. Then it follows from the hypothesis that cl:;(B)
is :-compact and, using again the continuity of ik , we deduce that it is
:; -compact. K
We recall that a topological space (X, {) is called sequential if it satisfies
the following property: given any set A/X and any x # cl{(A), one can find
a sequence (xn)n # N /A such that ({) limn   xn=x. This is a useful
property for checking the continuity of a map: if X is sequential and f a
map from X into any topological space, then f is continuous provided it is
sequentially continuous.
Proposition 6.3. If E[:] is sequential, so is E[:;].
Proof. Let A/E and x # cl:;(A). Choose k # N0 such that x # Ek . Since
cl: ;(A) & Ek is :;-closed and ik is continuous, i
&1
k (cl: ;(A) & Ek)=
cl: ;(A) & Ek is :-closed. We also observe that cl:;(A) & Ek=cl:;(A & Ek)/
cl:(A & Ek) and we deduce from these facts that
cl: ;(A) & Ek=cl:(A & Ek).
Moreover x # cl: ;(A) & Ek and hence there exists a sequence (xn)n # N /
A & Ek such that (:) limn   xn=x. Finally, the continuity of ik implies
that (:;) limn   xn=x. K
We now want to show that the topology :; has also some ‘‘bad’’ properties.
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Proposition 6.4. We assume that for each k # N0 and each :-neigh-
bourhood of 0, W, the following holds:
(Ek+1&Ek) & W{<
Then E is meagre with respect to the topology :; .
Proof. We have E=k # N 0 Ek , each Ek being :;-closed. We need to
show that the Ek ’s have empty :;-interior. Suppose the contrary: x0 #
int: ;(Ek 0), that is there exists V # B such that x0+V/Ek0 . Since
V & E2k 0+1 is a neighbourhood of 0 in E2k0+1 , there exists an :-
neighbourhood of 0 in E, say W, such that
W & E2k 0+1 /V & E2k0+1 .
From the hypothesis, there is some x # W such that 2k0<;(x)2k0+1,
hence x # V (also &x # V) so that
x0&x # Ek 0 .
It follows that
k0;(x&x0);(x)&;(x0),
and finally,
2k0<;(x)k0+;(x0)2k0
which is a contradiction. K
Proposition 6.5. We assume that there is some k # N0 such that for
each :-neighbourhood of 0, W, we have
(Ek&E1) & W{<.
Then E[:;] is not bornological.
Proof. We observe that E1 is convex, balanced and :;-bornivorous (use
Corollary 6.4), so that if E[:;] were bornological, E1 would be a neigh-
bourhood of 0 in Ek . This means that there would exists an :-neighbourhood
of 0, W, such that
E1 & W#Ek & W,
on the other hand,
E1 & W/Ek & W,
so that E1 & W=Ek & W, contradicting the hypothesis. K
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Corollary 6.8. Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 6.5, the
topology :; is not metrizable.
Proposition 6.6. Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 6.5,
E[:;] is not barrelled.
Proof. Just observe that E1 is an :;-barrel and is not an :;-neighbour-
hood of 0 (proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.5). K
We will now apply the results of this section to define a topology on the
space of bounded functions having bounded variation in De Giorgi’s sense.
Definition 6.2. Let 0/RN be an open set. We define BV (0) :=
BV(0) & L(0). We also define a semi-norm on this space:
; : BV(0)  R+ : g [ | g|+&Dg&.
It is easily observed that ; is lower semi-continuous with respect to | } | 1 -
convergence.
Definition 6.3. Let 0/RN be an open set. We denote L1; the topology
of ;-bounded | } | 1 -convergence on the space BV(0).
We are now able to describe the behavior of this topology.
Theorem 6.1. Let 0/RN be an open set. The following holds.
(1) Let (gn)n # N /BV (0) and let g # BV (0). Then (L1;) limn  
gn= g if and only if limn   | gn& g| 1=0 and supn # N ;(gn)<.
(2) Let B/BV (0). Then B is L1;-bounded if and only if supn # N
(;(gn)+| gn | 1)<.
(3) BV(0)[L1;] is meagre into itself.
(4) BV(0)[L1;] is not barrelled.
(5) BV(0)[L1;] is not bornological.
(6) BV(0)[L1;] is not metrizable.
(7) BV(0)[L1;] is sequential.
(8) BV(0)[L1;] is sequentially complete.
(9) If 0 is bounded and has Lipschitz boundary, then BV (0)[L1;] is
boundedly compact (i.e. every bounded set is relatively compact).
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 6.2 and (2) follows from
Corollary 6.4. Given =>0 and k # N0 , it is easily to construct a function
g # BV(0) such that k<;(g)k+1 and | g| 1= so that (3) follows from
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Proposition 6.4. The same construction allows us to apply respectively
Proposition 6.6, Proposition 6.5 and Corollary 6.8 so that (4), (5) and (6)
hold. Since the | } | 1 -topology on BV(0) is sequential so is L1; , as follows
from Proposition 6.3. Let (gn)n # N be a | } | 1 -Cauchy sequence in BV k (0):
it converges to some g # L1(0) and since ; is | } | 1 -lower semi-continuous,
g # BV k (0); Corollary 6.5 then implies that (8) holds. Finally, the
compactness Theorem for BV functions (see [5, 1.19]) and Corollary 6.7
prove (9) to be true. K
We will now justify the introduction of the L1; -topology by a density
theorem.
Proposition 6.7 (Approximation Theorem). Let 0 # RN be open and let
g # BV(0) such that g0. Then there exists a sequence (gn)n # N /Cc (0)
such that
(1) supn # N | gn | | g| ;
(2) supn # N &Dgn&&Dg&;
(3) limn   | gn& g| 1=0.
For a proof, see [5, 1.23]. The following corollary shows the importance
of the L1; topology in our work.
Corollary 6.9. Let 0/RN be an open set. Then Cc (0) is L
1
; -dense in
BV(0).
7. THE DUAL SPACE R${(0 )
We observed in Section 4 that to each T # R${(0 ) we can associate a
multiplier g belonging to BV(0). We introduced a linear map
u : R${(0 )  BV(0)
which associates to each T # R$(0 ) the g from Lemma 3.2. We proved that
u is bijective (Theorem 4.3).
We already dispose of a natural topology on the target space, namely L1;
(recall Section 6). Somehow, we want to find a topology on R$(0 ) so as to
make u into a homeomorphism from R${(0 ) onto BV(0). To this end, the
(metrizable) strong topology isn’t relevant. Indeed, since the set
B :=[div(.) : . # C1c(0 ; R
N) and |.|1]
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is a {-bounded subset of R(0 ), if a sequence (Tn)n # N /R${(0 ) converges
strongly to T # R${(0 ), it converges uniformly in B:
0= lim
n  
sup [ |Tn( f )&T( f )| : f # B]
= lim
n  
&D(u(Tn)&u(T ))&.
Definition 7.1. We denote by _ the weak topology on R${(0 ). Given
a directed family (T*)* # 4 /R${(0 ), it means that (_) lim* # 4 T*=0 if and
only if lim* # 4 T*( f )=0 for every f # R(0 ).
We observe that ; b u : R${(0 )  R+ is a semi-norm which is lower semi-
continuous with respect to _ and hence the following definition makes
sense.
Definition 7.2. We denote by _; the topology of (; b u)-bounded
_-convergence on R${(0 ). This sort of a topology was discussed in
Section 6.
Proposition 7.1. Let T # R${(0 ). Then there exists (Tn)n # N /R${(0 ) &
u&1(Cc (0)) such that
(1) (_) limn   Tn=T ;
(2) supn # N (; b u)(Tn)(; b u)(T ).
Proof. We define g :=u(T). There is a sequence (gn)n # N /Cc (0) such
that:
lim
n   |0 | g& gn |=0
and
sup
n # N
&Dgn &&Dg& and sup
n # N
| gn || g| .
(use Proposition 6.7). From Proposition 3.2, we infer that the following
functionals are | } |A-continuous (and hence also {-continuous):
Tn : R(0 )  R : f [ |
0
fgn .
Let f # R(0 ), we want to show that limn   0 fgn=T( f ). Given =>0,
there is %>0 so that
|F (B)|% |B|+
=
2#
(&B&+1)
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for every B # BV0 where # :=2+8(2N } | g| +&Dg&+2). Choose n0 # N
such that
|
0
| g& gn |
=
2%
whenever nn0 . Let nn0 , we estimate
}T( f )&|0 fgn }=|F (7g+)&F (7g &)&F (7gn+)+F (7gn&)|
|F (7g+)&F (7g n+)|+|F (7g &)&F (7gn&)|
% |7g + 27gn+ |+
=
2#
(&7g+ 27g n+ &+1)
+% |7g&27gn& |+
=
2#
(&7g& 27gn& &+1)
% |
0
| g& gn |+
=
2#
(8(&7g&+|0| )+2)
=.
This completes the proof. K
Corollary 7.1. The vector space R${(0 ) & u&1(Cc (0)) is _; -dense in
R${(0 ).
Corollary 7.2. Given k # N0 , the set R$k(0 ) :=[T # R${(0 ) : (; b u)(T )
k] is _-bounded.
Proof. Using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, it
is easy to show that R$k(0 ) & u&1(Cc (0)) is _-bounded. As a consequence
the _-closure of R$k(0 ) & u&1(Cc (0)) is also _-bounded, and Proposition
7.1 implies that it contains R$k(0 ). This completes the proof. K
Corollary 7.3. Given k # N0 , the set R$k(0 ) is _-compact and _;-compact.
Proof. It is _-closed and _-bounded (Corollary 7.2) and since R(0 ) is
barrelled, Alaoglu-Bourbaki’s Theorem implies it is _-compact (see [2,
Chap. IV, Section 2, No. 2, The ore me 1]). Since the imbedding ik :
R$k(0 )  R${(0 ) is (_, _;)-continuous, we deduce that R$k(0 ) is _;-compact. K
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Here we state a result in relation with Question 4.1. Although it isn’t a
complete answer to this question, it makes it more reasonable to believe
that the answer should be positive.
Corollary 7.4. Let ( fn)n # N /R(0 ) be such that ({) limn   fn=0
and let k # N0 . Then
lim
n  
sup [ |F n(7g)| : g # BV(0), g0, ;(g)k]=0.
Proof. Since the topology { is metrizable, it coincides with Mackey’s
topology on R(0 ) associated to the duality R(0 )_R${(0 ) (see [2,
Chap. IV, Section 2, No. 4, Proposition 6]). This means that if we think of
( fn)n # N as a sequence of continuous functionals on R${(0 ), it converges
uniformly to zero in _-compact convex balanced subsets of R${(0 ). Since
R$k(0 ) is _-compact (Corollary 7.2), ( fn)n # N converges uniformly to zero
in R$k(0 ) and the conclusion follows. K
Let’s recall the concept of B-completeness for a locally convex topological
vector space, due to Pta k. It provides a good class of domain-spaces for the
open mapping theorem. First recall that a linear map u from a locally con-
vex topological vector space E into another one F is said to be almost open
if u(V) is neighbourhood of 0 in F whenever V is a neighbourhood of 0
in E.
Definition 7.3. A locally convex topological vector space E is said to
be B-complete (or a Pta k space) if every linear continuous almost open
map u from E onto any locally convex topological vector space F is open.
We’ll now use a Theorem of Husain to show that R${(0 )[_;] is
B-complete. Although this result will not be used in the present paper, we
state it because of the importance of the open mapping Theorem in
analysis.
Theorem 7.1. The space R${(0 )[_;] is B-complete.
Proof. First observe that the family [R$k(0 ) : k # N0] is a countable
fundamental system of precompact sets in R${(0 ) (being compact, they are
precompact; on the other hand any precompact set is bounded and hence
contained in some R$k(0 ), see Corollary 6.4). Next observe that each closed
precompact set is compact. Now it follows from [6, 6.1, Theorem 3 and
6.6, Proposition 5] that R${(0 )[_;] is B-complete. K
We now want to show that u is continuous and open. In order to prove
the continuity, we’ll need the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.1. Let (gn)n # N /BV (0), let D/L(0 ) be some | } | 1 -dense
subset of L1(0 ) and assume that
(1) supn # N ;(gn)<;
(2) for every f # D, limn   0 fgn=0.
Then limn   | gn | 1=0.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that every subsequence (gnk)k # N of the
given sequence admits itself a subsequence (gn k j) j # N such that limj  
| gn k j | 1=0. Let (gn k)k # N be a subsequence: from assumption (1) and the
compactness theorem for BV-functions (see e.g. [5, 1.19]), we infer that
this subsequence is relatively compact with respect to | } | 1 -norm so that
there exists g # BV(0) such that some subsequence (gnk j)j # N converges to
g : limj   | g& gnk j | 1=0. As a consequence
|
0
fg= lim
j   |0 fgnkj
for every f # L(0 ). We infer from assumption (2) that 0 fg=0 for every
f # D and since D is | } | 1 -dense, it follows that g=0. K
Proposition 7.2. The map u: R${(0 )  BV(0) is (_; , L1;)-continuous.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case. There would be a L1;-neighbour-
hood of 0, say W, in BV(0) such that u&1(W) is not a _;-neighbourhood
of 0 in R$(0 ). This means that for some k # N0 , u&1(W) & R$k(0 ) isn’t a
_-neighbourhood of 0 in R$k(0 ). Let (Pj) j # N 0 be a numeration of all
polynomials with rational coefficients in RN (this sequence is | } | 1 -dense in
L1(0 )) and put
Vn :={T # R${(0 ) : |T(Pj)|1n for each j # [1, ..., n]=
for every n # N0 . The Vn ’s are _-neighbourhood of 0 in R$(0 ). Fix any n # N0 :
since Vn & R$k(0 )/3 u&1(W) & R$k(0 ), one can find Tn # (Vn & R$k(0 ))&
u&1(W). In this way we obtain a sequence (Tn)n # N 0 such that
sup
n # N 0
(; b u)(Tn)k
and
lim
n   |0 Pju(Tn)= limn   Tn(Pj)=0
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for each j # N0 . Applying Lemma 7.1, we deduce that limn   |u(Tn)| 1=0.
Since W & BV(0) is a | } | 1 -neighbourhood of 0 in BV k (0), there is
n0 # N such that u(Tn0) # W & BV

k (0) and this contradicts the relation
Tn 0  u
&1(W). K
Lemma 7.2. Let (gn)n # N /BV (0) and assume that supn # N ;(gn)<
and limn   | gn | 1=0. Then for each f # R(0 ) the following holds:
lim
n  
u&1(gn)( f )=0.
Proof. Arguing like in the proof of Proposition 7.1, we can show
that (u&1(gn))n # N is _-bounded in R${(0 ). Since R(0 ) is barrelled, it
follows from AlaogluBourbaki’s theorem that (u&1(gn))n # N is relatively
_-compact.
Let f # R(0 ). In order to prove that limn   u&1(gn)( f )=0, it is sufficient
to prove that each subsequence (u&1(gnk)( f ))k # N of (u
&1(gn)( f ))n # N
admits a subsequence (u&1(gnk j)( f )) j # N such that
lim
j  
u&1(gnk j )( f )=0.
Let (nk)k # N be an increasing sequence of integers, since (u&1(gn k))k # N is
relatively _-compact, there is a T # R${(0 ) and a subsequence (u&1(gnkj )) j # N
such that (_) limj   u&1(gnkj )=T. Let . # C
0(0 ; R), since limj   | gn kj | 1
=0 we infer that
T(.)= lim
n  
u&1(gnkj )(.)
= lim
j   |0 .gnkj
=0.
From the density of C0(0 ; R) in R(0 ) (Corollary 3.2) we deduce that
T#0. Hence,
0=T( f )= lim
j   |0 fgnkj .
This completes the proof. K
Proposition 7.3. Let V be a _;-neighbourhood of 0 in R${(0 ). Then
there exists a L1; -neighbourhood of 0 in BV
(0), W, such that
W/u(V).
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Proof. Suppose this is not the case. Then there would be a directed
family (g*)* # 4 /BV (0) such that [g* : * # 4] & u(V)=< and (L1;)
lim* # 4 g*=0. Since the topology L1; is sequential, we may extract from
(g*)* # 4 a sequence, say (gn)n # N , such that (L1;) limn   gn=0. From this
and Lemma 7.2, we deduce that
lim
n  
u&1(gn)( f )=0 (13)
for every f # R(0 ).
On the other hand, there are f1 , ..., fq # R(0 ) and =>0 such that
[T # R$(0 ) : max
1iq
|T( fi)|<=]/V.
We infer from (13) that there is some n0 # N such that
max
1iq
|u&1(gn0)( fi)|<=.
Consequently u&1(gn0) # V or, equivalently, gn0 # u(V): a contradiction. K
Corollary 7.5. The map u : R${(0 )[_;]  BV (0)[L1;] is open.
Putting together Proposition 7.2 and Corollary 7.5 yields:
Theorem 7.2. The map u : R${(0 )[_;]  BV(0)[L1;] is an isomorphism
of locally convex topological vector spaces.
We observe that we may endow the space C$BV (0 ) (which is the dual of
CBV (0 )[{]) with the topology of ;-bounded weak convergence (in fact,
since R(0 ) is {-dense in CBV (0 ), both of them have the same dual). We
also denote this topology by _; . We’ll be interested in showing that _; is
compatible with the duality CBV (0 )_C$BV (0 ).
Proposition 7.4. Let 3 : BV (0)  R be a linear L1;-continuous
functional. Then there exists a continuous charge F # CBV (0 ) such that
3(g)=F (7g)
for every g # BV(0).
Proof. We define F by means of the formula
F : BV0  R : A [ 3(/A).
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This is a charge. If (An)n # N /BV0 , A # BV0 and
({) lim
n  
An=A,
then it is easily seen that
(L1;) lim
n  
/An=/A .
This shows that F is continuous. Now we observe that the linear functional
3 : BV(0)  R : g [ F (7g)
is L1;-continuous (argue like in the proof of Proposition 7.1). Furthermore,
3(/A)=F(A)=F (7/A)=3 (/A).
From the L1;-density of SBV (0) in BV
(0), we infer that 3 #3. K
Corollary 7.6. The topology _; is compatible with the duality CBV (0 )
_C$BV (0 ).
Question 7.1. Does the topology _; coincide with Mackey’s topology
associated to the duality CBV (0 )_C$BV (0 ) (the last one is the topology of
uniform convergence on weakly compact convex balanced subsets of
CBV (0 )[{]: this is the strongest topology associated with the duality)? Using
ArzelaAscoli ’s theorem, it is possible to show that _; is stronger that Aren’s
topology associated to this duality (i.e. the topology of uniform convergence
on compact convex balanced subsets of CBV (0 )[{]).
8. THE SPACE R(0 )[ | } |A] IS NOT BARRELLED
As the title of this section indicates, we’ll show that the Alexiewicz’s
topology and the natural topology behave quite differently. We begin with
a simple example in R2.
Proposition 8.1. There exists a sequence ( fn)n # N /L1([0, 1]_[0, 1])
and an integer m # N0 such that
(1) limn   | fn |A=0;
(2) limn   & fn &m=+.
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Proof. For each j # N0 we define a square
Sj : =_ 1j+1,
1
j &__
1
j+1
,
1
j&.
Easy computations show that
|Sj |=\ 1j ( j+1)+
2
, (14)
&Sj &=
4
j ( j+1)
. (15)
We also define hj :=(&1) j j( j+1)2 /S j , and fn :=
n2
j=n hj (n # N0), so that
fn # L1([0, 1]_[0, 1]) and
|
[0, 1]_[0, 1]
fn= :
n2
j=n
(&1) j
j
.
We denote by D the diagonal of the square [0, 1]_[0, 1], i.e. D=R2 &
[(x, x) : x # [0, 1]]. If C/[0, 1]_[0, 1] is a cell, then
C & D=[a+t(b&a) : t # [0, 1]]
for some a, b # D. We choose integers k # N0 and l # N0 so that lm,
1
k+1
a1<
1
k
and
1
l+1
b1<
1
l
.
It is easily observed that
} |C fn } } :
min[k2, l]
j=max[n, l]
(&1) j
j }+
1
n
+
1
n2
,
and conclusion (14) follows immediately from the convergence of the series
j # N 0 (&1)
jj.
On the other hand, we define figures Bn(n # N0) as follows
Bn := .
n
j=i
C2j
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and we deduce from (15) that
&Bn& :

j=1
4
2 j (2 j+1)
<.
We choose an integer m # N0 such that msupn # N 0 &Bn & and infer that
& f2n &m } |B n f2n }= :
n
j=1
1
2j
.
This proves assertion (15). K
Concerning the dual spaces, we deduce the following immediate conse-
quence of Proposition 8.1.
Corollary 8.1. The following is a strict inclusion:
R$A([0, 1]_[0, 1]) / R${([0, 1]_[0, 1]).
Proof. If the Alexiewicz’s topology were compatible with the duality
R(0 )_R${(0 ), then Mackey’s theorem [2, Chap. IV, Section 2, No. 4,
The ore me 3] would imply that a subset of R(0 ) is | } |A-bounded if and
only if it is {-bounded, contradicting Proposition 8.1. K
Here we state a somewhat negative result.
Proposition 8.2. The space R([0, 1]_[0, 1])[ | } |A] is not barrelled.
Proof. Let m # N0 be the integer arising in Proposition 8.1. We first
observe that for every continuous charge F # CBV ([0, 1]_[0, 1]) the
following holds:
&F&m=sup[ |F(B)| : B # F[0, 1]_[0, 1] and &B&m].
Since each map
R([0, 1]_[0, 1])  R : f [ |F(B)|
is | } |A-continuous, we conclude that the norm & }&m is lower semi-
continuous with respect to Alexiewicz’s topology. If this topology were
barrelled, & }&m would be | } | A-continuous, contradicting Proposition 8.1. K
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